Conflict Resolution – Czege principle
Conflict in action – say yes or roll the dice – composed of either Intent or (Intent + Initiation)
Defined and invoked by a conflict of interest among two or more fictional characters
Either oppositional or orthogonal; doesn’t matter.

Composition
Exchanges
Setup
Reactions
Alterations

These are easy: exchanges means “going around again” for more
announcements; setup means actions that will not resolve the
conflict but alter later exchanges; reactions are tactics within
exchanges. Dogs in the Vineyard is full of this stuff, as is The
Riddle of Steel, but see also Trollbabe for the same components
ordered very differently.
These are different: options which literally alter what the conflict
of interest is about, like changing intentions in Bringing Down the
Pain.

Example of the simplest conflict resolution: the
single-draw option in Primetime Adventures,
with only one person drawing against the
Producer. One exchange; no alterations or
setups or reactions; a single, final outcomestatement or description, usually without novel
additions to the SIS. See also Simple Contests
in HeroQuest.
The vertical arrows refer only to fictional time.

Outcomes – let it ride – Execution or (Initiation + Execution) or (Execution + part of Effect)
Defined by settling the conflict(s) of interest (four basic ways for orthogonal; two for oppositional);
also by definition, the settlement is fixed into the SIS relative to later play
Composition
Accumulations vs. Final
Retroactive

Impact on the SIS – Lumpley principle, Effect
Consequential
Additive

Some conflict procedures are resolved only by bit-by-bit consequences among exchanges;
others have a fixed endpoint which kicks in at a certain point; still others combine both.
Some outcome mechanics revise or fully establish what was provisionally narrated during
the conflict steps, like actual damage in HeroQuest’s Extended Contests, The Shadow of
Yesterday, and Sorcerer, which is almost always far less than it appeared during the fight.
The easiest way: whatever happened during the conflict-resolving events, resolves the
conflict, and we’re all done with that conflict. Straightforward example: Sorcerer.
The outcomes include changes to the SIS that range well beyond the immediate conflict, such as
back-story elements, setting elements, the introduction of characters, new scene-framing, and more.

